
Eagle Attack!  Market Garden to Arnhem, Sep44 - Rules - © 2017 Louis R. Coatney - A4 Landscape, minimum margins - 25Jul19
COMBAT RESULTS TABLE - New, stronger CRT, 1.5x old CRT
Die Roll	Strengths
A	B	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	16	17	18	19	20	21	22	23	24	25

1	6	1	2	3	3	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12	12	13	13	14	14
2	5	1	2	2	3	3	4	5	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12	12	13	13
3	4	1	1	2	2	3	3	4	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12	12	13
4	3	-	1	1	2	2	3	3	4	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12	12
5	2	-	-	1	1	2	2	2	3	4	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11	11	12
6	1	-	-	-	1	1	1	2	2	3	3	4	4	5	5	6	6	7	7	8	8	9	9	10	10	11																										
(Lotsa Dice:  For those who prefer throwing (more/wildly varying) lots of dice instead of just 1 die using this table, use 1 die for every strength point.  Best preferred 3 numbers for Full Strength, or lowered to best 2 numbers because of unsupplied status.)
  A unit's numerical factor is the number of firepower points it has, subject to modification by terrain or being out of supply.  The attacker and defender total their units' firing points, cross-indexing the totals against the die rolls for the number of hits inflicted.  The defender fires first and attacking units may be knocked out of action before they can fire.  Note that players can choose between 1s or 6s being best die rolls.  (Most choose 6 .)  A unit's numerical factor is also the number of hits it can absorb (being Disrupted) without being eliminated.  (An airborne unit with a 1-2 factor uses the 1 for firing on attack and defense and absorbing hits when attacking and uses the 2 for absorbing hits when defending.)  Having to absorb even just 1 hit Disrupts a unit and just 1 more hit on any Disrupted unit destroys it.  The owning player decides how hits on his units will be apportioned, although the British player must choose UnDisrupted armor units to be Disrupted (but not necessarily eliminated) first, when attacking.  The attacker may break off the attack after the first battle round.  The defender may voluntarily retreat his units after a battle round.

Disruption:  A Disrupted unit may not move (except to retreat during/from a battle) or attack.  When Disrupted, a unit is faced toward the opposing player.
German Pressed Attack:  In any battle round, the German player may use this.  When using the Combat Results Table, he moves the firing column up as many columns as he likes for his die roll's best 3 numbers, but accepts the risk of instead having to use the column an equal number of columns below, if he rolls one of the worst 3 numbers.  The best possible result may not be more than the number of attacking German factors.  If using lotsa dice, both he and the defender shift the die roll 1 to their advantage, and Disrupted defending units get to fire at least 1 firepower factor each as well.

Retreats and Advances after Combat:  Retreating Disrupts any defending unit.  The attacker may call off an attack before any battle round, unless the attack was obligated - see the last sentence in this section.  After the final/second battle round, Disrupted attacking units must return to their jump-off point(s) - they may not advance on into a point cleared of its defenders like UnDisrupted attacking units.   If any defending units - even if Disrupted - survive on a point after the battle phase, the attack has failed and the attacking units must return to the point from which they attacked (or, in the case of airborne units dropping into the attack, onto any adjacent empty point - if there is none, they are instead elminated).  Defending units may only retreat onto points already held by friendly units or onto empty points.  If possible, they must withdraw into points in friendly supply.  They may not withdraw onto a friendly-held point if that is under an as-yet unresolved attack by attacking units at least equal in total modified firepower to the defending units' firepower.
Terrain Effect of attacking across a river or canal:  Except for British units attacking from the King Albert Canal bridgehead north of Hechtel at the bottom of the map on the first turn, if attacking cross-river, any armor/panzer unit becomes a 1-factor unit, for both absorbing hits and attacking, unless all the defending units are Disrupted.
German Reinforcements/Replacements - Allies get none - arrive UnDisrupted from the West or East mapboard edge as indicated, counting the point first encountered against movement/attack.  (If all the eastern entry points are covered by Allied units, the German reinforcements may enter a turn later in the north.)  The east-facing 2-factor panzer arrives in the West.  For the East, besides the 2-factor panzer already on the board at Venray, the German player mixes up his panzer units face-down.  Once he has randomly placed them on the Turn Record Track, he (but not the Allied player) can then look to see when the 3-factor Tiger tank units are arriving.  Other German units (and/or dummies, depending on the scenario being played) are also kept face-down until involved in combat.  If in the historical game the German player somehow runs out of infantry units (including from the dead pile) for reinforcements, that's too bad: Ober Kommando Wehrmacht desperately needs reinforcements for other fronts.  The German player may voluntarily eliminate any of his infantry units to bring them in as reinforcements at a different point where they are more needed.
The Paradrop:  On the first turn, up to 8 British, Polish,  and/or American parachute - not glider - units may be dropped on points.  Because of Allied relations, American units may not be dropped north of the Waal River.  If dropped onto an enemy occupied point, there is immediate battle and the parachute unit can be eliminated in the first (but not second) round of that by just 1 hit.  Dropping on a point not occupied by an enemy unit  can first Disrupt a unit by a 6 up to and including Nijmegen and Tiel and by a 5 or 6 on any point north of that.  If not Disrupted by its drop, an airborne unit may move and attack normally.  On any later Good weather turn, the rest of the airborne units may be dropped under the same conditions.   After Turn 4, add 1 to the die roll, and if an original 6 is rolled for dropping north of Nijmegen and Tiel, the airborne unit is eliminated.  German antiaircraft greatly intensified during the battle. 
Weather and Airpower:  The first game-turn is automatically good weather - the second Bad.  At the start of every game-turn thereafter the Allied player rolls the die.  There is a 50% chance the weather is Good, in which case all non-armor Allied units are automatically in supply, and German panzers get no second movement and attack and German infantry-type units get no 2nd length of bonus movement (because of Allied fighterbomber strafing).  If the weather is Bad, Allied glider and any Allied parachute units left may not be landed/dropped and Allied units (including them) not having a ground supply route are unsupplied.  Note:  The Allied player must get a total of 5 Good weather turns and no more.   (Record the number on the Turn Record Track.)  Note the different numbers for the other scenarios in the Fog of War game variants.
Operational Movement and/vs. Attacks:  There is a limit of attacking with 6 units at a time along major roads (of which no more than 4 may be armor), a limit of attacking with 4 units along secondary/dashed roads (of which no more than 2 may be armor), and a limit of moving or attacking with 2 infantry-type - infantry, parachute, or glider - units along a dotted trail.  Any number of units may move along any road - but not along a (dotted) trail - without attacking.  If the attack fails, attacking units fall back to the point from which they atttacked as do any combat-Disrupted attacking units,  but are not Disrupted by that alone,  and if armor/panzer may attempt another attack in their second phase.
For both sides, units can only move 1 length to attack in a phase.  Any unit not attacking can move an Operational Movement Bonus.  This is 2 additional lengths for infantry-type units in ground supply (unless one of the lengths would be a trail) or 1 for all units in any case and for German infantry-type units in Good (Allied fighter-bomber) weather.
Armor/Panzer breakthrough movement:  After the first movement and combat phase is over, UnDisrupted armor units get a second movement and combat phase, although the latter is only for 1 round.  German panzer units do not get this in Good (Allied fighter-bomber) weather.
Moving along major roads - solid line - only through Valkansvaard, Veghel, or Elst does not count moving a full length, unless there are defending enemy units in the town or unless moving from it.
Mapboard Edge and Exit Route Combat:  German units forced to retreat or voluntarily moved off the board are put into a German Unit Holding Box for their side of the board - units exited north in the eastern box - to be brought back in to any point on that side of the board not occupied by at least 2 Allied units of any kind whenever the German player wishes.  If they are retreated from the board after combat, they are Disrupted and may not return to the game in the immediately following German player-turn.  An Allied unit which exits the board is eliminated.
Supply:  If a unit cannot trace a ground supply line to its side of the board - southern for Allied and the other 3 sides for the Germans - along roads (not trails) through points occupied by friendly units or points empty and not within one length of a point occupied by an UnDisrupted enemy unit - it is unsupplied.  Unsupplied units may not attack, but may defend, although are weakened by a third.  (For the CRT reduce the number by 1/3 - rounding fractions to the nearest whole number.  For lotsa dice, if 4-6 were hits a 4 would no longer hit.)  If unsupplied, only infantry-type units may move and then only 1 length and not attack.   Supply status is determined at the instant of movement or combat.  Again, if it is Good weather all non-armor Allied units are in supply regardless of ground supply.
Setup and First Turn:  See the map for starting unit locations and the German reinforcement schedule on the Turn Record Track.  Allied armor is not penalized attacking Valkenswaard north across the Meuse-Escaut Canal, because the Allies had a bridgehead there.
Winning and Variable Fog of War Scenarios:  The Allied player wins if at the end of the game he has a ground main road - solid line - supply route from any Allied starting point to Arnhem.  If he does not, the German player wins.  The game is at least a draw for the Allies, if the Allied player has such a supply line to Nijmegan or Utrecht at the end of the 4th turn.  The German wins instantaneously, if he occupies in supply Gheel, Hechtel, or St. Hubert.
Fog of War Scenarios:  If both players want to play the historical game with all units indicated used, that is done.  However, if at least one player wants Fog of War, an open die is rolled for a 67% chance of Dutch Resistance reporting German panzers in the area ... or a 33% chance not.  If DR does so, there is on a die roll of 4-6 a chance of Strong(/historical) German defense, on 2-3 Weak German defense, and on a 1 a chance of Very Weak (Monty Fantasy) German defense.  If DR does not report German panzers, the percentages are reversed - 1-3 being Very Weak German defense, etc.  If the German defense is Weak, the German Player only gets the reinforcements for Turns 1-4 - later ones being dummies - and the game ends at the end of Turn 6, with the Allies getting 4 Good weather turns.  If the German defense is Very Weak, the German player only gets reinforcement for Turns 1-2, and the game ends at the end of Turn 4!, with the Allies getting 3 Good weather turns.  For the weaker scenarios, put dummies upside down after the last turn of reinforcements, followed by other pieces just to fill in as dummies.
Note:  For the strength roll, the German player secretly writes a number 1-6 on a piece of paper which he will show to the Allied player at the end of the game.  That secret number is then added to whatever die roll the German player then openly makes.  If the total goes over 6, 6 is subtracted from the total for the resulting scenario number, so the German player knows what scenario restrictions he'll be working under, but the Allied player doesn't.
Game-turn Sequence - after deciding which scenario to play:	
·	A. Allied Player-Turn
·	1. After 1st turn, Weather determination - U.S. player rolls the die.
·	2. Paradrops and glider landings
·	3. Operational Phases:
·	a. Movement.
·	b. Allied attack resolutions - 2 battle rounds - unless one side withdraws/retreats after the first round.
·	c. UnDisrupted armored movement and attack phase - 1 battle round.
·	4. Recovery of Allied units from Disruption.
·	B. German Player-Turn
·	1. German reinforcements
·	2. Operational Phases:
·	a. Movement.
·	b. German attack resolutions - 2 battle rounds - unless one side withdraws/retreats after the first round.
·	c. UnDisrupted armor/panzer movement and attack phase - 1 battle round - but not during Good weather turns.
·	3. Recovery of German units from Disruption
·	4. Victory Determination at end of game



I strongly recommend watching the feature film A Bridge Too Far before or after playing Eagle Attack!  :-)

Playtesters:  Tor Mæhlum, Sebastian Marchesi
Sources:
  Resource persons:  Louis Kolkman
  Wikipedia and other online maps and sources.
  Wehrmacht daily situation maps online.
  Kershaw, Robert.  It Never Snows in September.  (Gives German side of battle, with detailed order of battle, strength, and order of appearance information.)

